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pull all-nighters, but
the overall consensus
made by coaches and
health officials alike is
that energy drinks are
not good for students
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Debt needs
to be kept
under control
Columnist Marisha
Pietrowski writes about
the constant debts
that college students
find themselves under,
whether it is due to
student loans or credit
card bills, and suggests
legislation help out
| Page 4

Coffee and
rabies anyone?
An lowan woman is
now being tested for

Do you think I'm *FAT*
Part two of two on the obesity epidemic
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rabies after finding a
dead bat in her coffee
filter - the day after
consuming her usual
cup of morning coffee

Older 'boomers' unhealthy
eating contribute to obesity

Ways to shed pounds without
the traditional workout routine

By Freddy Hunt

By Colleen Fitzgibbons

Editor in chief

Reporter

As students complete their college education, grow older and
wiser, their minds aren't the only things expanding. So are their
waistlines.
In 2006, one out of every three University students was considered either obese or overweight, according to the ACHA-NCHA.
A year later, a Wood County Health Assessment, which did not
include University students, showed two out of every three Wood
County adults was considered either obese or overweight. Both
surveys used the Body Mass Index.
Wood County Health Commissioner Pam Butler said obesity and
the health complications linked to excessive weight gain is Wood
County's number one health concern. She wasn't surprised by the
Health Assessment's results. She understands why Americans get

If sweating profusely on the elliptical and treadmills or hitting the
weight room does not appeal to students, there are some alternatives to exercise students can engage in to stay in shape during the
school year.
The Student Recreation Center offers many different types of
exercises.
The 35-feet tall climbing wall is one of the many over-looked
opportunities students are offered at the Recreation Center.
Student Supervisor for the Customer Service Attendants, Robin
Axelrod said, "I feel a lot of people don't know about it; it's kind of
hidden in the back."
Axelrod said climbing the wall is a good workout. There are several programs offered with the climbing wall along with a fee.

See OBESITY | Page 2

See EXERCISE | Page 2
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cons look
good, ready
for EMU
Coming off a win on
the road in Wyoming.
Falcons prepare
for a homecoming
game against Eastern
Michigan University,
and are looking better
than ever | Page 6
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Economics hurt frosh
retention rates
By Andy Ouriel
Reporter

I

What's your favorite
way to stay in shape?

LISA scon
Grad Student.
College Student Personnel
"Playing Wii."
| Page 4
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TODAY
Isolated T-Storms
High: 68. Low: 46

TOMORROW
Few Showers
High: 65. Low: 43

k

The University spends a lot of
time getting freshmen ready for
the school year with its many programs geared toward the class,
but the time almost seems wasted with the amount of freshmen
leaving after just one year.
According to the Office of
Institutional Research, only 733
percent of freshmen from 2007-08
came back and enrolled this year.
The 26.7 percent of freshmen
who decided not to return to
the University this year continues a trend of three years where
freshmen retention rates have
decreased 5 percent over this
time.
Itis also the lowest rate of returning freshmen since the office kept
records starting in 1972.
While these numbers might
alarm some higher officials, one
of the main factors contributing
to this decline cannot be controlled by the University.
"We are in an unprecedented
rime in history in terms of economics," said Greg Guzman,
interim vice provost of enrollment
management. "If I had to cite one
reason for students not returning,
it would be the economic situation of our country."
Guzman said students are
working more hours, trying to

combat the high prices of education and along with helping their
families with finances, many students cannot handle this workload.
To counter the economy and
try to get as many freshmen
back as possible, the University
offers many programs, such as
University 100, Springboard and
First Year Success Series.
These programs help students
transition into higher learning
while accessing common problems experienced by freshmen,
said Associate Dean of Students

Time to celebrate the Jewish New Yea r
By Stephanie Guigou
Reporter

L'Shanah Tova! Happy New
Year! It's Rosh Hashanah. and
it's a new year on the Hebrew
calendar.
Today is Tishri 1 of the year
5769 and lews all over the
world recognize today as a
holy day.
"I personally think it's the
second most important
holiday," said Ally Levine, a
junior Jewish student at the
University. "Next to Yom
Kippur."
Laural Cans, president of
the Jewish student organi-

zation on campus, Hillel,
considers Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur equivalent to Christianity's Easter
and Christmas in terms of
importance.
Rosh Hashanah begins the
"Days of Awe," which are religiously a time of introspection. Yom Kippur is the final
holiday after 10 days.
Cans, senior, said that Yom
Kippur is for judgment of
the sins from the past year.
The most simple difference
between the two is that the
first is for celebrating and the
second is for being serious.
"Rosh Hashanah you pig

"I personally think
it's the second most
important holiday.
Next to Yom Kippur."
Ally Levine | Junior

out and Yom Kippur you fast,"
Gans said candidly.
lews of varying commitments celebrate the holiday in
varying ways.
Levine, who considers herself more culturally Jewish,
See NEW YEAR | Page 2

See FROSH | Page 2

The percentage of
freshmen coming back
to the University in
their second year
■ 1998-99:78 3%
■ 1999-2000 78*

■ 2000-2001- 778%
■ 2001-2002 74%
■ 2002-2003:742%
■ 2005-2004:77.9%
■ 2004-2005:791%
■ 2005-2006:77.1%
■ 2006-2007:759%
■ 2007-2008:73.3*

Source: Office of
Institutional Research

House votes no, Dow Jones down 777 points
By Tim Paradit
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The failure of
the bailout package in Congress
literally dropped jaws on Wall
Street and triggered a historic
selloff— including a terrifying
decline of nearly 500 points in
mere minutes as the vote took
place, the closest thing to panic
the stock market has seen in
years.
The Dow Jones industrial
average lost 777 points yesterday, its biggest single-day fall
ever, easily beating the 684

points it lost on the first day of
trading after the Sept. 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks.
As uncertainty gripped
investors, the credit markets,
which provide the day-to-day
lending that powers business in
the United States, froze up even
further.
At the New York Stock
Exchange, traders watched
with faces tense and mouths
agape as TV screens showed the
House vote rejecting the Bush
administration's $700 billion
plan to buy up bad debt and
shore up the financial industry.

Activity on the trading floor
became frenetic as the "sell"
orders blew in. The selling was
so intense that just 162 stocks
on the Big Board rose, while
3,073 dropped.
The Dow Jones Wilshire 5000
Composite Index recorded a
paper loss of $1 trillion across
the market for the day, a first.
The Dow industrials, which
were down 210 points at 1:30
pm. EDT, nose-dived as traders on Wall Street and investors across t he cou ntry saw "no"
votes piling up on live TV feeds
of the House vote.
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OBESITY
From Paqe 1
fatter as they get older.
"Think about where we are in
terms of population in terms of
age," she said, referring to the
aging baby boomer population.
"We're rapidly moving into that
retirement sedentary lifestyle."
faith Yingling, director
of the University's Wellness
Connection, agreed. She said
age could be playing a role in
the University's 11.6 percent
of obese students, versus the
county's 30 percent
Yingling said the conveniences on campus, such as
transportation, fast food and
easy entertainment do not help
students remain active. But
there are also many options
on campus that Wood County
residents may not have as easily
,K cessible.
"If students are interested in wellness topics, and I
believe students are interested
in wellness topics, we have a
ton of options for them to get
involved." she said, referring
to the Rec center, recreation
sports, club sports, the Wellness
Connection, counseling center
and stress clinics.
While the campus may provide avenues for activity. Butler
said the Midwest region, namely Northwest Ohio, is checkered
with unhealthy dining options.
"Its a college town," she said
about Bowling Green. "And
roledo ... they're known for
more restaurants per capita
than anyplace. It is lifestyle ...
It's a lot easier to stop at a fast
food restaurant than it is to go
gr< icery shopping, go home and
prepare food, after you've put
in a 10 hour day."
In 2007. 27.5 percent of
(Mlioans over the age of 20 were
identified asohese, according to
the (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Alabama had
an obesity rate of 30.3 percent,
being the most obese state in
the country, and Colorado had
the lowest at 18.7 percent.
But it's not just the older fast
lood loving class that is being
affected, A 2008 Wood County
Health Assessment identified
lb percent of it's youth were
obese, while 30 percent reported they were slightly or very
overweight and 44 percent of
them reported they were trying
to lose weight.
Butler said the kids learn

FROSH
From Paqe I

lodiWebb.

"We always want the retention
rate to be higher, but it's always a
matter Of looking at what Gin we
do to nieel the better needs of
students." she said.
By not only establishing strong
connections with faculty, but
through social programs as well.
,1 Student will feel more comfortable and well-rounded, thus
increasing their probability to
Stay at the I Jnivcrsity, Webb said.
But the answer is not always so
clear cut, dealing with the question of wity freshmen are not
coming back.
Whether it's because of the
economy, or struggles inside
and outside of the classroom, it
remains a mystery said Beltina
Shuford, director of the (enter
for Multicultural and Academic
Initiative.
"There is no one specific issue
to why students do not return
mid a lot of students won't give
you the real reason as to why they
will not reluni," Shuford said.

from their parents, but are also
affected by the food options
provided by the school systems.
"What arc the cheapest fastest foods you can prepare? The
fastest cheapest food is mac
and cheese," she said. "Instead
of preparing steamed vegetables, kids don't want that."
Not only are kids fed high
carb diets, Butler said they are
also becoming less active.
"They don't have recess like
they used to and they don't go
out and play like they used to,"
she said.
Instead of going outside and
playing a game of tag, Butler
said kids nowadays would rather sit inside and play Halo.
Director and Physician in
Chief of Student Health Services
Glenn I-gelman believes the
obesity epidemic needs to
be handled by a multifaceted
approach.
"Obesity needs to be managed on at least four levels:
nutrition, exercise, medical
and psychological," he said.
"In order to have a successful
long lasting weight loss. I firmly
believe all of those issues need
to be addressed."
Bgetman knows what he's
talking about, not only because
he's a doctor, but because he
has recently shed 10 inches
from around his waist.
"I've been through a transformation," he said. And he did it
the old fashioned way. "No pills,
no surgery, lust paying attention to what you eat. making
healthy decisions and moving
more. Get exercise."
But healthy weight loss lakes
time. And time is something
Butler said discourages many
people from dieting.
"We're a society of'let's pop a
pill, let's make it fast and easy,'"
she said. "And everywhere you
turn around, we have mega
foods,"
F.gelman said he is a stress
eater, that he eats to cope with
his stress. By identifying what
triggers eating habits, and finding healthy ways to cope with
stress, F.gelman said people
struggling to keep their weight
down can make great progress.
Butler said the Wood County
Health Department is working
with Kgelman and other health
care providers in the county
at identifying the top three
health issues concerning Wood
County residents and resolving
those issues,
Through the Center of
Multicultural and Academic
Initiative, the staff helps guide
students to the proper resources
needed in order to succeed in
their first year at the University,
Shuford said.
These resources includegetting
students familiar with the various help centers (writing center),
familiarizing them with available
tutors and giving them encouraging words through counseling
sessions when needed.
"If students get connected
through campus, they are more
likely to stay," Shuford said. "If
[Students! don't take advantage of
resources, then some people will
have a more difficult time navigating through campus If they
take advantage of it, we can help
with their success."
lunior Desirca Scott agrees getting involved with campus activities can lead to making friends,
thus helping out people who
came to the University alone
The two go hand in hand,"
Scott said in reference to making
friends in social environments.
" It's vital for people to get involved
with campus."

Attention!
Dance Marathon 2009:
BIKES FOR TIKES
REGISTRATION!
TONIGHT, SEPT. 30th
9:30 PM MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM in the UNION.

EXERCISE
From

Other opportunities students
have at the Recreation Center
are the two swimming pools,
Cooper and Andrews. According
to the University Web site, the
Cooper pool is a 50-meter by
25-yard Olympic-sized pool and
Andrews pool is a recreational
swimming pool.
Senior Ashley Thompson, who
is an aerobics and swim instructor at the Recreation Center, said
doing water aerobics is a good
alternative to doing land aerobics.
"At the time you might not
think it's exercise but really it
is," Thompson said.
Axelrod said other ways
to get physically active that
students neglect to see as a
type of exercise are the activities such as racquet ball and
squash ball, located in the
basement of the Recreation
Center. There are also four
sports courts for volleyball,
tennis, bad mitten, soccer
and basketball.
Axelrod also mentioned
students can join an intramural club sport to not only
work on their fitness but also
their social life.
"You think of it more as an
activity and not a workout,"
Axelrod said.
Intramural sports range
anywhere from broom ball to
flag football.
If playing a sport does not
sound appealing but a student still wants to gain physical fitness and friends, the
Recreation center also offers
aerobic and sculpting classes
called Group-X Classes.
"There are a whole variety of classes," Axelrod said.
"There's spin, there's step,
sculpt, yoga and a new one
called boot camp."
Thompson said there is
another new class offered
called Pi-Yo. which is pilates
and yoga combined.
"ItbinkYogaisihebestthing
anybody can do," Thompson
said. "I say that it's personally
my favorite because it does
involve the relaxation, flexibility, strength and balance.
Basically, you get everything
out of it."
The Student Recreation
Center is not the only place
in Bowling Green where students are offered different
choices of exercise.
Radiance Heal and Motion
studio located downtown on
South Main street offers belly
dance and yoga classes.
Owner Laura Shakti has
been a performer for 20
years and a master teacher
of Middle Eastern Dance for
15 years. She has also worked
in Hollywood with the stars
and was in the entertainment
industry.

"I think Yoga is the best thing anybody can
do.... because it does involve the relaxation,
flexibility, strength and balance. Basically,
you get everything out of it."
Ashley Thompson | Senior

At her studio she offers a
variety of levels of belly dance
along with a unique type of
yoga called Kundalini Yoga.
"It's really different than
the type of yoga that people experience in the gym,"
Shakti said.
Shakti said Kundalini Yoga
is not just practicing postures
but it actually incorporates
all the ancient techniques for
well-being.
"So unlike to Hatha yoga
form where you work through
series of postures, we do a set
of postures for a specific purpose," Shakti said.
For instance, Shakti said
she does a set for the heart,
mind, to release fear, challenge insecurity, invigorate
the kidneys and more.
Her classes are an hour
and a half and are offered on
Tuesdays and Thursday from
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
"Along with all the stress
relief you can get from yoga
in addition to all the physical
benefits you get from doing
yoga, the organ system, physical body are working with the
subtle energy body." Shakti
said.
Shakti's classes are not just
for women.
"Men do belly dance it's the
dance of the Middle East,"
Shakti said. "All people do
It, grandmothers, men, children, everyone knows how to
dance in this way."
While some students may
feel that only flexible and thin
people can belly dance and do
yoga, Shakti says other wise.
"You don't need to have any
experience, what you need to
have is an adventurous spirit,
a willingness to explore and
challenge your body," Shakti
said.
Shakti's classes are not the
only forms of exercise where
no experience or athleticism
is necessary. Simply playing
a video game can be a form
of exercise. But not just any
video game though.
The game system Dance
Dance Revolution, or DDR, is
a popular way for students to
work on their cardiovascular
as well as socialize.
Senior VCT major, Sean
Mika, said he and his high
school buddies used to have
DDR parties and would work
up more than a sweat.
"We kind of did it more as
a party thing," Mika said. "It
was a big social event to come
over, hangout and do that for
a while."

While
enjoying
time
with his friends and earning a sweat for about three
to fours hours, Mika said he
also earned some pain in the
morning.
"Your legs would be hurting
mainly in the calves and the
arch of your feet," Mika said.
Mika still keeps up his DDR
routine on his own. He said
there is a workout mode
built into the system where
it measures how many calories are burned, duration,
measure of steps and how
many miles one would
have ran or walked at the
pace they danced to.
"It's kind of good to do
that in the workout mode
on your own, it allows you
to gauge your progress,
and it's also just fun doing
it," Mika said.
Mika said over the summer he did DDR about
three to four times a week
and lost about 10 pounds.
DDR is not the only electronic game system that
incorporates physical fitness. The Wii Fit offers
multiple types of exercises
as well as the handheld
system for Nintendo DS
and many more.
However, students do
not need to take visits to
the Student Recreation
Center or Shakti's studio
or purchase a video game
console to stay physically
active.
Axelrod said there are
simple types of exercises
one can do in their dorm
room or apartment.
Typical exercises for the
legs include squats, lunges
and heel raises. For the
arms one could do push up
or use text book or other
heavier object to do bicep
curls, triceps extension,
arms raises and shoulder
shrugs. Also crunches,
bicycle crunches and other
abdominal exercises can
be done in the dorm room.
Also, Axelrod recommends the television station FitTV.
"Over the summer I
watched FitTV and there
are a lot of cool cardio
workouts and sculpting
workouts on there that
were interesting," Axelrod
said.
Axelrod said if students
just want to lose weight or
stay healthy, there are a lot
of small changes they can
make, such as using the

stairs instead of the elevators, riding a bike, walking or
rollerblading to class instead
of taking the bus.
She also said instead of
sitting down and watching
television to do some kind of
exercise during commercials
such as push ups, sit ups or
just stretching.
"It makes you feel better
throughout the day if you
get up in the morning and
you just stretch," Axelrod
said. "Kind of gets your blood
pumping."
"I just think there's a lot
of little changes students
can make to be healthier,"
Axelrod said.

POLICE
BLOTTER
THURSDAY
11:25 A.M.
Complainant reported his wallet
was stolen while playing basketball
m the Student Recreation Center.

FRIDAY

3:30 A.M.
Michael Macaulay of Dover.
Ohio, was cited for possession of
marijuana under 100 grams and
possession of drug paraphernalia
on the south side of HarshmanAnderson.

4:40 A.M.
Joshua Bailey of Vermilion. Ohio.
was cited for underage under
the influence on the north side of
Harshman-Bromfield.
3:28 P.M.
Complainant reported a damaged
speaker in the lobby of McDonald
East

SATURDAY

12:37 A.M.
Six students were referred to
student discipline for being loud,
refusing to open their door and
underage drinking m McDonald
East
12:33 P.M.
The flag to the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house was reported stolen.
2:15 P.M.
Complainant in McDonald West
reported when she left to use the
restroom early in the morning, two
males standing outside her door
started demanding to know where
she kept her alcohol and claimed
to be RAs. They entered her room
and attempted to search her room
before eventually leaving.
11:57 P.M.
Andrew Gerth of Fmdlay. was
cited for underage under the influence and disorderly conduct after
an officer observed a knockedover trash can and trash all over
the sidewalk and driveway of a
business.

SUNDAY

NEW YEAR
From Page 1

explained that her family would attend the Rosh
Hashanah services at night,
since the holiday starts at
sundown the day before. In
the morning, they would
attend services during the
day, followed by a large dinner with all of their family.
Also, a common treat associated with the holiday is
apples and honey "for a sweet
new year," Cans said.
Another important symbol
of the day is the Shofar, which
is a ram's horn blown like a
trumpet.
According to the online
Jewish encyclopedia Judaism
101, "One of the most impor-

tant observances of this holiday is hearing the sounding of
the shofar in the synagogue."
The different sounds
of the notes have different
meanings, and 100 notes are
sounded each day, according
to the site.
It is also customary for Jews
not to work and spend most
of their day in the synagogue
during Rosh Hashanah, similar to a Sabbath day.
While Gans and Levine
agreed that most Jews at
the University would spend
the day at services in Toledo,
they both said that they,
regrettably, have to stay in
Bowling Green because of
their classes.
Unlike Gans' high school
in Cleveland, the University
still has classes on Jewish

holidays. She went home last
weekend to celebrate the
day early with her extended
family.
"The world's not going to
stop for you," she said. "I
think that's one thing you
learn by being a minority."
Tonight, however, Hillel will
be hosting a dinner in celebration of Rosh Hashanah
for the campus.
Not all of the food will be
the same culturally because
of Dining Services' limitations, but it will be kosher.
The dinner will start at
6 p.m. in room 308 of the
Union.

Rosh Hashanah Dinner
6 p.m.
Union 308

1:16 P.M.
Darnel Lee Creel. 57. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft.
6:58 P.M.
Jason Kenneth Gatson, 35, of
Ohio, was arrested for criminal
trespassing and abusing harmful
intoxicants.

MONDAY

3:40 A.M.
Destmi Am Moore, 23. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft.
cnmmal damaging and possession
of criminal tools.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

ONLY 125 BIKERS!

Questions:
Contact: Cameron
cjbell@bgsu.edu _

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS

DANCE MARATHON 2009:
CONSTRUCTING MIRACLES, BUILDING HOPE.

Mon-Fri: 8-4:30
530 S Maple St.
419-352-9378
• 3E

I

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE

University EAG goes to green
conference, learns to run campaigns

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Son* atm talm from evwttbgiuedu

11 am - 4 p.m.
V3: Variations in Vision &
Video
Willard Wankelman Gallery. Fine
Arts Center

By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

8 - 9 p.m
The Cowboy Astronomer
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.
8 a.m. -1159 p.m.
Clarence Terry Memorial
Union 4 main entrances
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #3: "Collection I"
130and 131 Union-Gallery
Space
8 a.m.-Hp.m.
Muslim Student
Assocation Prayer Room
204 Olscamp
9-10 am
Faculty Focus The Part/
Professional Partnership
201 University Hall
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Rummage Sale
Table Space on Educ Bldg North
Steps
10:30 am -12 pm
FYSS Series: BG Ohio-A
Community Orientation
314 Union - Buckeye TeleSystem/
CPSRm
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Talent Show Ticket Sale
Union Table Space
11 am -6 pm
Homecoming
Merchandise Sale
Union Table Space

12 -1 p.m.
Weight Watchers at Work
316 Union
3 -4 p.m.
BGSU Campus Resources
and Services
208 Union - BGSU Family Room

4 -5 p.m.
Prof. Keith Gandal: The
Gun and the Pen
201A Union
6 - 8 p.m
6 O'Clock Series:
Advanced Self Defense
for Women
314 Union

6 - 8:30 am
Rosh Hashanah Dinner
308 Union - McMaster Mtg Rm
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Night Film
Series: Nerdcore Rising
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall

7:30 -10 p.m.
UAO and Homecoming
present: Iron Man (•> the
Doyt
Doyt Perry Stadium Field
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A not-so-healthy
drink, avoid
energy boosters
By Colleen Fitzgibbons
Reporter

They arc found in almost every
classroom, dining hall, vending
machine and even dorm room.
Rnergy drinks are a staple for
college students.
The Institute for Good
Medicine at the Pennsylvania
Medical Society conducted a
survey in July of this year on how
energy drink consumption is
hazardous for students' health.
Jane Crandall, the Nutrition
Counselor here on campus,
agrees with the fact that energy drinks are had for students'
health.
"The biggest risk with energy
drinks is the potential to cause a
heart attack or stroke," Crandall
said. "The stimulation caused
by the caffeine and the high
sugar content is the cause for
concern."
Excessive caffeine in energy
drinks is linked to elevated
heart rates, anxiety, headaches
and interrupted sleep patterns,
Crandall said.
According to a statewide
Patient Poll conducted by the
Pennsylvania Medical Society's
Institute for Good Medicine, 20
percent of respondents ages 21-,
30 drank energy drinks in high
school or college to slay awake
longer to study or write a paper.
The study also showed 70 percent of respondents knew someone who used an energy drink to
stay awake longer.
Some students on campus
take advantage of these drinks
in order to cram in some
studying.
Senior Josh Slatinsky said he
drinks Red Bull and Monster
energy drinks in order to "pull
an all-nighter."
Sophomore Katie 1 lalleck said
she tried the Five-Hour Energy
Drink once and would drink it
again if need be.
"But not all the time; they're
not the most healthy." Halleck
added.
Crandall does not recommend
students take advantage of the
energy drinks to stay awake
and said they are indeed not the
healthiest choice.
"Theycan play withyour mind
by making you feel energized,
but in reality, the body is overstimulated and unable to slow
down and rest when physically
necessary," Crandall said.
Some students on the other
hand, like sophomore Hilary
Thompson, do not I ike the effects
of energy drinks.
"I don't like the fact it can
increase your heart rate,"
Thompson said.

Thompson said she tried Red
Bull back in high school, because
"everyone was doing it then,"
and said it lasted awful.
"It wasn't even worth it to
begin with," Thompson said.
While some students use
energy drinks for academic purposes, student athletes use them
to rev up their performances.
The Institute for Good
Medicine consulted Dr. Anthony
Kavatch, a Pittsburgh -pediatrician who is a runner himself,
with their findings. He said the
extra caffeine in energy drinks
puts even more health risks on
athletes.
"Not only does caffeine raise
your heart rate, it's a diuretic.
It increases the kidney's disposal of fluid from the body,"
Kavatch said.
He also said this will cause
athletes to need to use the restroom more often, which would
pose a problem in the middle of
a game or sporting event.
Sophomore cross-country
runner Andrea Scharer said she
has not used energy drinks in
order to enhance her performance and does not plan to.
"1 don't think that dehydration
and an increase in blood pressure and heart rate is worth an
energy boost filled with nothing
but excessive amounts of sugar
and caffeine," Scharer said. The
best energy booster is a balanced
diet and plenty of sleep."
Instead of getting her energy
from a drink with extra caffeine,
Scharer said she eats a protein bar
of some sort before her race and
then drinks (iatorade afterwards.
Scharer said last year the
Athletic Department sent out an
article to the athletes about all the
harmful effects of energy drinks.
"Basically, we have been told
to not drink energy drinks,"
Scharer said.
While the Athletic Department
and nutritionist on campus
emphasize students and athletes
should not drink energy drinks,
Dr. Kovatch suggests some alternative energy drinks.
The list includes: Low fat
milk, water (not flavored water,
try lemon and honey or mint
leaves), diluted fruit juice and
vegetable juice.
Overall. Crandall warns
students to be cautious about
energy drinks.
"They should he educated to
know that energy drinks are
not designed with their good
health in mind," Crandall said.
"Energy needs can be better
met with a dose of good high
carbohydrate food and a good
night's sleep."

On Sept. 12 students from (he
University's
Environmental
Action Group traveled to
(lolumbus for an environmental
awareness training conference.
Hie conference taught the students how to advance their skills
with petitioning, promotions,
awareness and working with
the media, said Environmental
Action Group President laura
Winebarger.
"The training heliied us learn
how to run campaigns better; it
opened eyes," Winebarger said.
The students were also able to
attend the Good Green lobs Rally
on the statchousc lawn.
Gov. Ted Strickland spoke on
the increase in green jobs and
their possibilities lor both the
economic and environmental
future, Winebarger said.
Sophomore Elizabeth Warther
said the rally was interesting, hut
it didn't turn out how she had
expected.
"They made it sound like
we were going to be able to
interact, but they didn't even
have a question and answer

session," Warther said.
Warther also said there was
not enough seating for all of the
attendants.
Both Winebarger and Warther
said the rally was disorganized
and training tactics could have
been better executed.
However, Warther said she
was still able to see the bigger
picture.
In this case, the bigger picture was infonnation on a contract Bowling Green has with
American Municipal PowerOhio, also known as AMP-Ohio.
AMP-Ohio is a non-profit corporation in Ohio that owns and
operates electrical facilities to
distribute electrical power and
energy to its members at wholesale, according to the AMP-Ohio
Website.
Bowling Green is the biggest municipality involved with
AMP-Ohio. The city has a 50
year contract to buy coal powered energy from the company,
Winebarger said.
The coal powered energy will
come from nine power plants
within a ten mile radius in Meigs
County, Warther said.
"We're trying to stop it, make

people aware," Warther said.
"Something needs to be done
about this," Winebarger said.
"These power plants are making
people sick."
Elisa Young, a citizen advocate,
encouraged the students to make
people aware of environmental
issues at the training session,
Warther said.
"She was amazing," Warmer
said. "She is one of those speakers who actually makes you want
to go out there and help."
Aside from the University's
EAG attending the session, 19
other schools from Ohio, New
York and West Virginia attended.
When the students weren't
learning how to rally they were
spending time in a church.
Warmer said.
The students from all 20
schools slept in St. Stephen's
Episcopal Church in Columbus.
The EAG will be executing
these newly learned skills through
events they are working on called
Corn Fest and Power Vote.
Com fet will discuss tile uses
of com and the pros and cons of
ethanol and Power Vote is trying to push the city into getting
renewable energy, Warther said.

AND GAMES AT HOMECOMING CARNIVAL
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FRIENDLY COMPETITION: Senior Mile Robinson trys to beat his girlfriend Aimee Hamulak at inflatable football toss This was one of
many activities at the Homecoming Kick-Off Carnival held in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union Ballroom yesterday, as a preview of all
the excitement to come.

college* program
IS COMING TOMORROW!
Bowling Green State University
Wednesday, October 1
6:00pm
-andThursday, October 2
6:00pm
Olscamp -113
Come discover why the Disney College Program
is an opportunity you just can't miss!
Are you a college student who is looking for:
- A paid internship opportunity that will stand out on
a resume?
- A chance to build your resume and gain real-world
experience with a world-renowned company?

- A custom-designed learning curriculum that could
earn you college credit?
- An opportunity to meet people from around the world,
make lifelong friends, and have fun?
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"We're a society of let's pop a pill, let's make it fast and easy, and everywhere you turn
around you have mega-foods."
- Pam Butler, Wood County Health Commissioner, on the social causes of obesity [seeOBESITY, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What's your favorite way to stay in shape?
"Salsa dancing."

"Playing any
recreational sporting
activity." '

"Actually going to the

JEFF LOEHRKE.
Senior.
Film Production

EMILY GAMBLE,
Grad Student.
College Student Personnel

"If I did stay in shape,
it would be by
playing sports."

gym."

K
^3

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

ELIZABETH HARTMAN.
Senior, International
Studies/French

TAISIA MOORMAN.
Senior. Supply Chain
Management/lnt'l Business

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Credit card
companies unfairly
target college crowd

As college students, financial troubles are not uncommon in life.
Sometimes problems arise when
trying to pool together enough
money to buy dinner for the evening, Or, money worries manifest
through the stress of accumulating
and paying off smdent loans in the
ftimre, paying the bills accumulating now. or similar long-term commitments.
No mallei the reasons, there's
rarely a moment when a college
student isn't pressed with some
sort of financial issue. In this day
and age, it has become easy to simply let all of our expenses accumulate on credit cards. The ease and
accessibility of credit card companies reaching college students
can cause students to accumulate
thousands of dollars in debt by the
lime they graduate.
Ohio state treasurer Hichard
Cordray, currently running
for state attorney general, has
announced plans to crack down
On the amount of marketing credit
card companies use on college
students. According to an article in
The Blade, if elected, Coidray will
work to enact legislation prohibit-

ing colleges and alumni groups
from banding over student information to credit raid marketers.
Impulsively signing up for &nd
using credit cards offered through
college connections can add to
this problem, limiting the marketing of credit cards to current
college students may help prevent
Students from accumulating enormous amounts of debt before they
even graduate.
The minute college students
arrive on campus or turn 18, the
offers and pre-approval announcements for credit cards come pouring in. Simply call and activate the
cards, or stop by the kiosk or table
set up on or near campus, and
begin spending away!
It's easy to fall into the trap of
using credit cards for anything and
everything. Whether students put
tuition bills, books or nonesscntial
purchases on cards, those numbers ran add up quickly.
Rather than constantly having
to worry about how much money
is in your bank account, or how
much cash you currently have on
you, it's easier to put off the charges
until later.
However, when "later" comes,
whether it be at the end of the
month, end of the year, or after
graduation when you're also trying
to pay off student loans, are you
SeePIETR0WSKI|Page5

Debate round one:
slight edge to Obama

I will smash an egg on my head if
Sen. Barack Obama is not elected
to become the 44th President of
the United States.
Full disclosure: lames Carvillc
pulled this same stunt on live
television after John Kerry had
lost to President Hush in 2004.
But the atmosphere for this
election is radically different from
the one of four years ago, and
it took its sharpest turns after
the commencement of the most
destructive economic collapse in
this country's history since the
Great Depression of the 1930s,
and after the first debate between
Obama and Sen. lohn McCain
Friday night.
The focus is not on gay marriage or lohn Kerry's Vietnam
service, as it was in 2004. The
top issues of the day are not on
foreign policy decisions made in
Iraq and Afghanistan (though to
be sure they come in a fairly close
second and third place, respectively), but rather they are on the
stability — or lack thereof, in our
nation's economy.
This is an overwhelming advan-

tage for the Democrats after eight
years of a Republican economic
agenda focused squarely on cutting taxes for the richest 5 percent
of the population, doing special
favors for their corporate backers
by slashing pesky regulations (or
more importantly, slashing the
budgets of pesky regulators so the
regulations already on the books
cannot be easily enforced) and
doing relatively little to move the
United States off of dependence
on fossil fuels — both foreign and
domestic.
1 think all in all, at the end
of the debate between the two
main I 'resident ial candidates last
week, Obama won if your main
concern is the economy (which
for most Americans, it is), and
McCain won if you were on the
fence concerning foreign policy.
1 don't think this advantage will
last long for McCain however, as
I think the main reason he won
was because Obama didn't fight
back properly when the Arizona
Senator attacked him on not
understanding so many things
(you could tell the whole "Senator
Obama just doesn't understand"
line was something the McCain
camp was prepping before the
debate as he used the phrase in
one form or another by my count
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Throw your vote away, the third party way
TED FBEESgMAN I GUEST COLUMNIST

It seems every election cycle will
rcignite old arguments about
third party candidates; we're
told the lesser of two evils is
still unacceptable or that voting for third party candidates
is throwing one's vote away.
In Kyle Shmidlin's column,
"Remember there's more than
two candidates this November,"
he advocates we should use our
vote "wisely to force attention
to the issues that really maner
and are better represented by
the largely-ignored third party
candidates."
In actuality, this is not wise.
Quite literally, you are throwing
your vote away.
It is important to distinguish
the candidacy of Independent
candidate
Ralph
Nader,
Green Party nominee Cynthia
McKinney, and Libertarian

FREDDY HUNT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

to retain the necessary organization to effectively speak as one
without the cash flow that offset
Perot's lack of party infrastructure. Perot's centerpiece issues
of national debt, NAFTA, and
professional politicians were
easily ignored in the following
year and mostly forgonen by the
midterm election.
How can Nader, Barr and
McKinney hope to "force attention to issues that really matter" through campaigns that
are incapable of organizing
supporters well enough to get
on the ballot in many states. If
they perform similarly to Perot's
run, how do they translate that
into political influence when
the two parties in control are
unable to open a dialogue with
those voters?
Furthermore, we should consider the ramifications of electing one of these people into the

most powerful office in world.
Without the support of a single member of congress, how
would they support their own
legislation? How would they
prevent legislation they don't
agree with?
Short
answer:
they
wouldn't. In all likelihood,
government would grind to
a halt with the exception of
bills made to diminish the
president's powers.
Essentially, these candidates
are without a party, without the
means of influencing debate,
without the means to win, and
without the means to serve you
in any realistic capacity. There is
no other way to say it: you are
throwing your vote away.
-Freesenian is a senior.
Respond to him at
thenews@bgnews.com.

Supreme court justices will be true legacy
By S union Abramaon
J Wire

"Presidents come and go, but the
Supreme Court goes on forever,"
William Howard Tan once proclaimed. The only president to
go on to serve on the Supreme
Court, Taft may very well have
been showing lingering bitterness toward the presidency. Taft,
who was nominated by Warren
Harding to be the chief justice,
lost his 1912 re-election bid after
a third-party challenge by his
predecessor, Theodore Roosevelt.
Roosevelt spoiled the election and

"As the presidents final four months elapse,
much discussion will focus on his legacy... I
propose history will most remember Bush's
two Supreme Court appointments."
the Princeton professor VVbodrow
Wilson won the election for the
Democrats,
But despite Taft's sour grapes,
his Supreme Court reasoning
remains perfectly sound. An
influential Supreme Court nomination almost always becomes a
president's lasting legacy.

As the president's final four
months elapse, much discussion
will focus on his legacy. How will
the last eight years be remembered? Was it the Sept. 11 presidency when the unipolar world of
the post-Cold War era ended? Was
it the Bush Doctrine—whichever
of the five versions ABC News'

Charlie Gibson and Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin reference? The "war
on terrorism," the invasion of Iraq
and the current economic meltdown? Or the feckless and embarrassing response to Hurricane
Katrina?
Think again.
I propose that history will
most remember Bush's two
Supreme Court appointments,
both of which occurced early
in his second term. Bush
appointed a new chief justice,
JUDGES
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nominee Bob Barr from what
we know of as "third parties."
Know-Nothings, Dixiecrats,
Populists and the "Bull-Moose"
party were primarily splinter
parties that enjoyed the support of established politicians
and organizational structure.
Those parties were subsequently reabsorbed and did
change the debate somewhat.
However, without that structure and leadership, Nader,
Barr and McKinney can not
offer either party an organized
coalition of voters and representatives that could influence
federal legislature.
This happened with Perot in
1992. One of the most successful third party candidates last
century, he garnered much of
his support through television
advertising and his participation in die presidential debates,
but his supporters were unable
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LETTERSTO THE EDITOR
Maybe it's just not nice
to call someone hit
OK, so I just have to ask something: what is with the People
on the Street Question today:
"What's a nice way to tell
someone they're overweight?"
1 was shocked when I saw this
question.
I understand you had an article about obesity in the paper,
but to me this question implies
it is ok to tell another person to
lose weight. In my opinion it is
not. It is not my body. I don't
bathe it, dress it and care for
it, so why would it ever be ok
to tell a person las if they don't
already know) they aren't thin?
A person being overweight has
no effect on my life; if you don't
like to look at an obese person
then don't, but for gosh sakes
don't walk up to them and state

PIETROWSKI
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going to be prepared to pay off
that bill?
Credit card companies know
that our demographic doesn't
have a lot of cash to bum, but still
spend money in large amounts
They take advantage of this fact,
and therefore, students can
spend away on what they need
and what they want, without
immediately seeing the impending charges.
There is nothing wrong with
having a credit card as an adult
consumer, but when people are
not responsible with their use of
the cards, charges can begin to
spin out of control.
Companies tend to lure young
consumers in with enticing
offers (think about how many
times you have seen a credit
card company advertising a free
gift with activation), neglecting
to accentuate high interest rates
and other hidden fees.
Marketing their cards through
school functions and organizations may present the image that
these cards are specially designed
for students with low credit limits
and interest rates, but this may
not be the case. Any debt accumulated will not simply go away
upon graduation; the overdue
balances will negatively affect a
student's credit score when they
venture off into the working
world.
If credit card companies have
limits placed on the amount of
marketing they can do to students, maybe students wouldn't
have multiple cards and overwhelming charges to deal with

JUDGES
From Page 4
lohn Roberts, and a new associate justice, Samuel Alito. Both
jurists are under 60 years old
and can expect to serve on the
court for more than 25 years.
Judicial decisions made by the
Bush White House may remain
a part of the national conversation through 2030. I will be 42
years old that year.
Experts agree that the term of
Chief Justice Roberts likely will
not alter the overall ideology of
the court. The Alito nomination, however, moved the court
to the right. Alito replaced the
popular Sandra Day O'Connor,
a Reagan appointee and perennial swing vote. It was the moderate O'Connor who sided with
the liberal block to uphold the
University of Michigan's affirmative action program, for
example. O'Connor retired
in 2006.
The next president of the
United States may get to fill at
least one Supreme Court vacancy
early in his term. Justice John Paul
Stevens, a Gerald Ford appointee,
has sat on the Court since 1975.
Stevens, now 88, usually sides
with the court's three other reliably "liberal" judges. Famous for
his quirky bow ties and independent flair, Stevens was bom in the
final year of the Wbodrow Wilson
administration. Stevens, in good
health, could seek retirement after
33 years at the Supreme Court.
Should Barack Obama win
the election, another member of
the court's liberal block may also

the obvious!
And on a second note, what
is wrong with being bigger? OK,
OK I know the health aspect, I
study it. But 1 don't know their
medical history and plenty of
people are genetically predetermined to bea certain weight.
It's called the "set-point theory"
and it states each of us have a
set point of weight at which our
bodies are most comfortable
and healthy. It is very hard to
vary from this weight for most
people.
So to summarize, it's not OK
to tell someone they are overweight unless they are asking
you directly. Focus on who your
friends are internally, we will
all be much happier.
— Danielle Marcum, Senior,
Education. Respond to her at
lheneivs@bgnews.com
even before they are out in the
"real world." looking for a degreebased job.
Although credit card companies do effectively lure in young
adults with their business tactics and may trap them in credit
crises, these companies are
not solely to blame for student
financial troubles.
Students can be very careless
with their use of credit cards, and
this may stem from a lack of education about spending and saving effectively. Arguably, students
need further education about
financial planning before they
take on the large responsibility of
possessing a credit card.
However, in the meantime,
legislation that may help to limit
the temptation of seemingly endless spending with credit cards
may help to lessen the financial
burden of students as they work
towards an education.
According to USA Today, in
2004, the average undergraduate student owed $2,169 in credit
card bills. In todays shaky economy, accumulating debt is a trap
that many consumers are falling
into, and measures such as these
can help to prevent our generation from struggling now, and the
future.
By accumulating large
amounts of debt before getting into a high paying job
after graduation, it's like taking one step forward, and two
steps back. Plans such as the
Treasurer's can help students
stay afloat when they succeed
in the working world.
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Voting: it's what all the cool kids are doing
By Ki.. Makarachl
U-Wire

Something about this election is
different.
For one, it has been going on
for well over a year. In this year,
the political landscape has been
muddled with little relevant
information. Instead, we know
factoids like how Sarah Palin's
daughter's husband-to-be calls
himself a redneck and likes
hockey.
More importantly, however,
voting is slowly morphing from
the equivalent of the lazy man's
jury duty (a quick fix to the everpressing need to be patriotic) to
a trendy priority.
We see it all around us:
bumper stickers that range
from the standard ("McCain
08") to the ironic ("Women for
McCain"). The blogosphere
has been electrified for more
than a year — quacks, political die-hards, indie journalists
and everyday Americans are
all starting to care about this
nation's authority food chain.
For usstudents, this newfound
attention to the news could
either be great or dreadful. If we
get on this voting train, politicians might finally be forced to
pay attention to students as a
viable voting bloc. They would
have to actually pass legislation

LUTZMANN
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about five different times).
Such topics McCain criticized
Obama on included when the
Illinois Senator claimed that both
sides on the conflict between
Russia and Georgia should have
shown restraint. McCain tried to
frame the issue as if Georgia had
been the tiny helpless country
which was irrationally attacked
by a Russia that is becoming more
and more like its former imperial
soviet self. What Obama should
have done was say that though
Russia did indeed launch a disproportionate response against
Georgia, as described in numerous reports by the non-partisan
NGOI Ionian Rights Watch, it was
Georgia's Bush-friendly President
who broke the cease-fire agreement between them and Russia
brokered during the early 1990s.

"Admittedly, voting can seem an act akin to
picking up a wrapper you see on the street.
Sure it is a nice thing to do, but is it really
going to change anything?"
that helps us, instead of pathetic
headline grabbers that do nothing — see "College Textbook
Affordability and Transparency
Act of 2007."
Admittedly, voting can seem
an act akin to picking up a
wrapper you see on the street.
Sure, it is a nice thing to do,
but is it really going to change
anything? And why should you
vote if you are in a state that has
gone Democratic in the last four
election cycles?
Because if we fail to show up,
as we historically and statistically have, the rest of the nation
will leave us in the dust of its
group-specific legislation.
In other words, voting is not
just about who you want to sit in
the Oval Office for the next four
years. It is about making sure
that Medicare reform, corporate
taxes and war are not the only
issues that legislators and executives believe are important to
the well-being of the American
people.
American politics run on a
fairly simple premise: Politicians

are desperate people. They need
votes — millions of them — in
order to win a national election. As such, they say and do
what they need to in order to
gain those votes — and voters.
Historically, young people have
not really been voters.
The first of two simple steps
to voting is voter registration.
It's ironic that young voters don't
vote as much, because they may
be the group most targeted by
registration drives. From Diddy
to city hall, America is begging
us to vote.
The point is: Register, and
register soon.
Of course, the second step
is even simpler. Show up — at
school, at a library, nearly anywhere in Los Angeles - and vote.
It should be said that young
voter turnout, like so many
other facets in this election, is
certainly changing. In the primary elections, voter turnout
for Democrats ages 17 to 29
increased by an average of nearly five percent compared to the
2004 primaries.

"The first thing on every American's
mind right now is the economy and which
candidate is going to offer the best plan."
So indeed, both sides were at
fault for needless aggression,
but Obama should have put
McCain's feet to the fire on why
he seemed so overly sensitive
on placing any blame on the
real aggressor in this situation
— President Mikheil Saakashvili
of Georgia. It might have been
because according to the New
York Times, one of McCain's
top foreign policy advisors is
also a lobbyist for the Georgian
government here in the U.S.
Looking at the big picture
though, foreign policy matters
like this won't ultimately push a
person to vote for one candidate
over the other. For those whose
biggest issue is the difference

between the two candidate's foreign policy positions and who
had already decided long ago on
how they feel about the big foreign polity issues of the day (i.e.
Iraq), they already now who they
are goitig to vote for.
But the first thing on every
American's mind right now is the
economy and which candidate
is going to offer the best plan to
undo the anti-regulation libertarian policies and the corporate
welfare conservative policies that
have put us in the wretched state
we're in now.
This is why you see lohn
McCain going all-out in trying
to sound like a populist — railing
against the "greed on Wall Street"

As it stands, young voters
widely favor Democratic candidates. In 2006. young adults
generally voted blue in elections for representatives (58 percent as opposed to 38 percent
Republican), senators (60 percent to 33 percent) and governors (55 percent to 34 percent).
But what do these statistics mean to each individual
student?
If you are a fan of Obama,
vote to drive up the total number
of young Americans who take
part in democracy. If you are
a fan of McCain, vote to make
sure your voice is not lost in the
Democratic energy that has
swept colleges nationwide.
Voting must not be seen as
merely a means to put a candidate in office. It is a chance
to have your voice heard, not
because you push a button
next to Obama or McCain, but
because voting sends a message
of engagement to politicians—a
message we critically need to
send.
If we do not pick up that
metaphorical piece of trash and
we fail to cast our vote, we are
resigning ourselves to further
political neglect, lust ask any
st udent st ruggl i ng to pay for college, and they'll tell you that this
is an election we cannot afford
to skip.
during the debate Friday night,
even though it was he and his
former ally in the Senate — Phil
Gramm, who had pushed so hard
to let lenders do whatever they
had a mind to do without having
to worry about regulations in the
90s where the crisis we're seeing
now started to take root.
But I don't think history will
be kind for the Republican candidate, no matter how hard he
tries to sound like TR. It should
be fun watching though, especially when the Obama campaign brings up McCitin's fervent
support for job-killing free trade
agreements.
We'll just have to wait for that in
the next debate, where they'll have
a whopping hour and a half to talk
about how they plan to lead the
largest economy in the world.
-Respond to Sean at
ilieneus@bgneus.com.

-Respond to Marisha at
tlieimiis@bgneus.com.
elect to retire. A Clinton appointee, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
75, has battled cancer.
If the next Supreme Court
appointmentsfall to John McCain,
a historic realignment to the right
would ensue. Never before have
conservatives so dominated the
bench of the highest court.
The prospect of more judges
in the mold of Antonin Scalia
and Clarence Thomas, staunchly conservative appointees by
Ronald Reagan and George H.W.
Bush, deeply frightens me. I fear
whether federal law will continue
to protect a woman's right to seek
an abortion, a woman's right to
"equal pay for equal work" and
the right of non-citizen detainees
to have legal counsel and fair and
expedient trials. A Supreme Court
with a 7-2 conservative advantage should be deeply startling
and worrisome to any American
who favors a robust minority and
judicial consensus.
Here's hoping that voters focus
on the fragile balance of power
on the Supreme Court this fall. As
former president and Chief lustice
William Howard Taft found, the
Supreme Court's membership
reflects presidential decisions
long after the president is dead.
An active Supreme Court
brings change and progress. As
Justice \auis D. Brandeis said,
"The greatest menace to freedom is an inert people." This is
the real reason that the stakes of
this election are so high, and why
abstaining from voting shouldn't
be an option. When questioning whether it really matters, just
remember Brandeis. Think of the
court.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnewscom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

LEADERSHIP STARTS HERE.
Start Strong with BGSU Army ROTC.
Visit us in Memorial Hall or contact LTC DeWalt at 419-372-9968 or mdawaltdibgsu.edu for more Information.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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SIDELINES

ling rivalry
| CROSSCOUNTRY
BG women's
distance runners
receive ranking
The BG women's cross
country leam was ranked
13th in the latest U.S. Track
and Field and Cross Country
Association's Div. I Great
Lakes Regional poll, released
yesterday. It's BG's first cross
country ranking of 2008. The
' Falcons are one of six MidAmerican Conference teams
to make the list.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to long on to The
BG News Sports Blog to get
updates and info on every BG
sport All this week we'll have
I football updates leading up to

PHOTOS COURTESf Of B6RUGBV

the big Homecoming game
with Eastern Michigan
this Saturday.

BG rugby's Nick and Mark Viviani have different talents, same last name'

www.bgnewssports.com
By Christopher R.imbo
Reporter

"I think our two styles really complement each other. I am more
power and he is more finesse. We are both able to make our

Today in
Sports History
1994-TheNHLgoeson
strike
1988-Dave Stieb loses
second-consecutive no-hitter
bid with two outs in the
ninth inning.

Like most siblings of proximate
age, Mark and Nick Viviani spent
own unique contribution to this
their childhood locked in a constant struggle for supremacy. "I
Mark Viviani | BG rugby
don't think they liked each other
too much growing up," said the
rated by a mere year and a half
Vivianis' father Randy. "They whatever we did."
Since entering college how- on the calendar, are integral
were always going at each other."
"I guess you could say we ever, Mark and Nick have seen parts of a BG rugby team that
had a classic sibling rivalry," their relationship shift from has National Championship
said Mark, "Each of us wanted one of competition to coopera- aspirations. Mark, a senior, is
to be better than the other at tion. The two brothers, sepa- a tough, steady flanker who

team."

can always be counted on for a
consistent contribution. Nick is
a dazzling junior fly-half, capable of wowing the crowd with
his deft passing and nimble
footwork.

"I think our two styles really
complement each other," Mark
said. "I am more power and he
is more finesse, we are both
able to make our own unique
contribution to this team."
Growing up in the Cleveland
suburb of Mentor, the Viviani
boys frequently used athletics
as a vehicle for their brotherly
game of one-upmanship. Both
were active in soccer and rugby,
with Mark also participating in
See VIVIANI | Page 7

1988—Robin Givens
' and Mike Tyson appear on
Barbara Walters' Show.
1659—Peter Stuyvesant

Football notes: Falcons have new confidence after Wyoming win

of New Netherlands forbids
i tennis playing during religious
services.

By Chris Voloschuk
Sports Editor .

candidates in both the

Tor the first time in a month, the
BG football team is coming off
an important non-conference
win. On Saturday, they handled
Wyoming on the road, 45-17.
Thisweek.theteamispreparing
for its first home game in almost
a month. Eastern Michigan is
coming to town this weekend
for a Homecoming showdown at
Doyt Perry Stadium.

American and

Getting healthier

National League:

The good news about the
Falcons injured list is that it currently looks a lot smaller than
it did two weeks ago. Receiver
Freddie Barnes (shoulder) and

The List
Major League Baseball's
regular season is officially
over, but the major awards
have yet to be handed out.
Today, we're listing the top
, five Cy Young Award

1. Cliff Lee: The Indians'
5 starter has compiled a sterling
122-3 record to go along with a

linebacker Erique
40^^
Dozier (ankle) both
"^
played at Wyoming, W - vafll
although not as B -II
many snaps as ^L ~^H
they're used to. ■ "^ I
Ml
They should be a™
good to go this Tyler
week.
Sheehan
Kick
return
specialist Roger Named
Williams still has a MAC East
brace on his hand, Offensive
which will prevent player of the
him from being w .
able to field kickoffs for the foreseeable future. Head coach Gregg
Brandon is confident that his
replacement returners will do
just fine in Williams' absence.

"1
"I
thought I >*0k
Tyrone Prontyand I f ~ ",
Kenny Lewis, the I
guys we
we 'hrew
threw in I
~~jA
there, did a pretty H^^l
good job against I ^/1
\\ \ o in n e ," 1 BD.H
Wyoming,'
Brandon said.
Cody
Anthony Baj|er
Turner, another .,
key cog for BG, Named
is still listed as MAC East
day-to-day with Defensive
a shoulder injury p|ayer 0f ,ne
he suffered at w t
Boise State.
**
But although
the official injured list has
thinned out, the team is still sore
and is experiencing the wear and
tear of a tough non-conference

season.
"We're still beat
up," Brandon said.
"The Wyoming
game was very
physical for us.
We could use a
bye this week."
Sinisa
MAC recognition

Vrvilo
Nominated

BG
near- for MAC
ly swept the East Special
Mid-American Teams Player
Conference
of the Week
Player of the Week
awards this week
in the East Division.
Quarterback Tyler Sheehan's
278 yards passing, two touchdown throws and touchdown

run were good enough to earn
East Division Offensive Player
of the Week. Linebacker Cody
Basler, who recorded a careerhigh six tackles in his first start
of the season, got Defensive
Player of the Week. He also had
an interception, a quarterback
hurry and recovered a fumble in
the end zone for his first-career
touchdown.
Jeff Wathne, Temple's punter
and place kicker, earned Special
Teams Player of the Week for placing four punts inside the 20-yard
line (two of which landed inside
the 10) and averaging about 56
yards per kickoff. BG's Sinisa
See NOTES | Page 7

i 2.54 ERA and 170 strikeouts.

2 Brandon Webb:
•' Arizona's ace has been very

Women's soccer earns weekend MAC split

j impressive against National
j League batters, with a
• 22-7 record.

3. Tim Lincecum:
^ On a losing Giants team.
I Lincecum has been terrifffc.
* He's won 18 games and struck
out 266 batters

4. Francisco
Rodriguez: The lone
reliever on this list. K-Rod has
fanned 77 batters and posted
a record-setting 62 saves. His
ERA is also a miniscule 2.24.

5. Daisuke
Matsuzaka: He doesn't
normally pitch more than five
or six innings in his starts, but
Dice-K has been very effective for the Red Sox. This
year, he's won 18 games and
posted an ERA of 2.90. He's
also struck out 154 batters.

By Jordan Cravans
Reporter

The women's soccer team began
its Mid-American Conference
campaign over the weekend
and ended with a tally in each
column.
Fortunately for BG, eight out of
12 teams in the conference also
followed suit in splitting matches to begin MAC play, according
to BG Coach Andy Richards.
"We go into every game expecting to win or intending to win,"
Richards said, who felt that the
1-1 split was fitting to the team's
performance.
On Friday, two first-half goals
by Northern Illinois got the best
of BG, who was never able to
equalize the score and dropped
the match 2-1.
"A couple of key first-half mistakes and we paid dearly for it,"
he said.
"You are going to let a goal in
every once in a while, but we
talked about the importance of
not letting a second one in and
that's exactly what happened."

WILCOAIE I M> PHOTO

SAD ENDING: Doctors said Richard Collier will never walk again after being paralyzed

ETHANMAGOC I 'HE&NfWS

SIMILAR RESULTS: BG. along with seven other MAC teams, went 1-1 over the weekend.

Lesson learned.

Freshman Alyssa Zuccaro
scored the lone goal for the
Falcons in the second-half on an
assist from Colleen Kordan.
"She gave us a lot of life upfront," Richards said of Zuccaro's
play. "She created a lot of energy
for us."
Part of Friday's struggle
was playing against a direct

!>

style of play from the Huskies,
according to Richards.
"It's hard to play against that
style because the ball is very
rarely on the ground."
"We didn't help ourselves by
making a couple of defensive
mistakes."
'See SOCCER | Page 7

Jaguars' Collier loses career,
leg after shooting
By Ron Word

leg amputated.
Dr. Andy Kerwin, a surgeon
for the University of Florida at
JACKSONVILLE,
Fla.
— Shands Jacksonville hospital,
Jacksonville Jaguars offensive said Collier, who had 14 bullet
tackle Richard Collier, shot earlier this month, is paralyzed
See COWER | Page 7
below the waist and had his left
The Associated Press
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VIVIANI
From
wrestling and Nick in basketball.
"Sports just came naturally to
both of us I guess," said Nick.
"We were on a lot of the same
teams but we still would compete to see who could do better."
Their
boyhood
rivalry
extended to High School with
Mark enrolling at Mentor Lake
Catholic and Nick opting to
attend nearby Mentor High.
"It just kind of worked out that
way," Marksaidofhisand Nick's
decision lo attend rival schools,
"I went to Lake Catholic because
of their wrestling program and
because that's where all my
friends were, and Nick went
to Mentor because of soccer
and because that's where his
friends were."
"There was definitely a little
back-and-forth teasing going on
because of our schools' rivalry,"
Nick said. "We had some fun
with it."
One place where the brothers were always on the same
team however, was the rugby
field. The boys were exposed
to the sport from an early age
thanks to their father Randy,
a rugby lifer, who coaches for
Mentor High School in addition

"We pretty much do everything together.
We lived together for the past two years
and had the opportunity to hang out more
than we did growing up."
Mark Viviani | BG rugby

to serving as a player/coach for
the Cleveland Eastern Suburbs
Rugby League.
"Our father was a very big
influence," Mark said. "As kids
we were always on the sidelines
at his games watching."
Both Mark and Nick played
on the Mentor High School Club
for their father along with 20
of their friends, most of whom
were recruited by the Vivianis.
"We weren't very organized
back then," Nick said. "Mark and
I basically just rounded up anyone we knew who liked rugby
and we were able to get a team
together. We would always have
to call everyone the night before
a match to make sure they would
all show up."
Mark had the first opportunity of the two brothers to make
a college choice, ultimately
deciding on Bowling Green
over Ohio State.
"It was a tough decision," Mark
said. "I really liked OSU but I just

thought that the smaller school
atmosphere of Bowling Green
suited me better plus I really
liked lhe rugby program.''
A year later when it was Nick's
turn lo decide where to go, he
chose lo follow in his brother's footsteps and also attend
Bowling Green.
"I originally came to BG to play
soccer, but Roger |Mazzarella|
and my father go back a long
way and he ended up recruiting
me to come out and play rugby,''
Nick said.
Not only did Mazzarella get
Nick Viviani, he also received
four other Mentor I ligli School
rugby players, all of whom
were convinced by Nick to
come to BG.
"I think a big part of that was
the connection that my lather
has with Roger," said Nick. "He
was able to tell a lot of our players what a good program BG had
for rugby."
Once on the Held, Nick wasted
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no time in distinguishing himself as a special player. He has
been named to both the under
19 U.S. Ilaglc and All-American
teams and in two short years,
has climbed to 17th on the career
scoring list for BG. In addition,
Nick and his brother have also
taken time forge a closer relationship while at college.
"We pretty much do everything together," Mark said. "We
lived together for the past two
years and had the opportunity
to hang out more than we did
growing up."
"During my first year Mark
did a great job of showing me
the ropes and teaching me how
things were done with the rugby
team as well as how to adjust to
college life," Nick said.
Despite their newfound closeness, both brothers still have a
penchant for competing with
each other.
"Oh we definitely still compete.' Nick said. "1 le is a finance
major and I am in business
so our classes are very similar
which definitely lends itself to
some competition."
"I am willing to concede that
he is the better athlete if he
says I'm the better student."
joked Mark.
With Nick and Mark Viviani
some things will never change.

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

SOCCER
From Paqe 6
Making a quick rebound, BG
was able to correct its mistakes
from Friday and picked-up a
shutout victory against Western
Michigan on Sunday.
"We didn't make the simple
mistakes," Richards said, in
comparison to the Northern
Illinois match.
Prior to Friday's game against
Northern Illinois, the team's
defense had not let in a goal in
four games.
On Sunday, BG was able earn
another shutout in blanking the
Broncos by a score of 1-0.
"I think we just defended well
as a team overall," Richards said,
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Coaching ties

With their first home game in
a month coming up, the team is
already in the process of learning all they can about EMU's
style of play.
So far this season, the Eagles
are 1-4 overall. After winning
their season opener against
Indiana State 52-0, they've struggled to stop their opponents, losing four straight by scores of 4210,41-17,51-24 and 37-0.
The 37-0 result was their

3

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

From Page 6
Vrvilo, who connected on a 44yard field goal and converted all
six of his extra point attempts,
was a nominee.

Preparing for the Eagles
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NOTES

For the second week in a row,
Brandon has a coaching connection to his current team's
competition.
Last week, Brandon was
returning to Wyoming, where
he served as a quarterback and
receiver coach for four years.
This week, he's crossing paths
with Eastern Michigan coach
)eff Genyk, who worked with
Brandon for a couple years on
Northwestern's staff.
It should also be noted that
Genyk is a BG alum.
"I think IGenyk'sl recruited good players [at EMU|,"
Brandon said. "I think he's
installed an offensive system
there that has given him a
chance. 1 think they're competitive...If you watch them on
film I think they're a pretty wellcoached team."

7
3

COLLIER

"He has extreme
grief for a lifetime of

From Page 6

ANDYCARKNEAN

AP PHOTO

GETTING A BOOST: The Falcon players have renewed confidence alter their 45-16 win over Wyoming last weekend.

game last Saturday against West
Division rival Northern Illinois.
It was also EMU's Homecoming
game. Ironically, they will play
BG in its Homecominggame this
weekend.
Brandon said EMU's overall
record is deceiving.
"They're turning the ball over,
but they're still playing hard.
They run to the ball," he said.
"It think they are pretty well
coached."
And when the teams square
off, fans might notice some similarities, especially on the offensive side.
"Their offense is very similar to
ours," Brandon said. "They are
a one back shotgun team. They
run the quarterback. The run

game is like a mirror image, just
watching them. They are throwing the ball very efficiently, at
least the games I've watched...
We have to have a good plan for
them, definitely."

Happy Homecoming
The last time BG played at
home, it resulted in a disappointing 42-17 loss to Minnesota
in front of a near-sellout crowd,
This Saturday, the team will do
everything it can to make fans
forget what happened Sept. 6.
After playing two games way
out west against Boise State and
Wyoming, there's also a sense of
relief to be back in the familiar
confines of BG.
"It's going to be awesome to

"We didn't make the simple mistakes."
Andy Richards | Coach on wir over Western Michigan

Alexa

Katie
Stephenson
Scored the Falcons'
one goal in
Sunday's win
crediting the team for managing the ball well.
Katie Stephenson picked up
her third goal of the season on
a pass from Kaitlyn Kobe in the
first half of play, which was all
the offense necessary for the
victory.
Goal-keeper, Alexa Arsenault
recorded 10 saves in the match

Arsenault
Recorded her fifth
shutout of the year
in Sundays win
en route to snagging her fifth
shutout of the season.
Behind the scenes, Richards
commended senior co-captain
Brianne Eisenhard for her presence on the field.
"She's done a great job in being
the glue that keeps the team
together," he said, complimenting her selfless play in being

Gone with the Wind
When Gary Cooper turned down the role for
Rhett Butler, he was passionately against it. He
is quoted saying both, "'Cone With The Wind'
is going to be the biggest flop in Hollywood
history," and, "I'm just glad it'll be Clark Gable
who's falling on his face and not Gary Cooper."
In 2007, the American Film Institute ranked
Gone With The Wind as the #6 Greatest
Movie of All Time.

MAC STANDINGS
Central Michigan: 7-2
Kent State: 5-4
Akron: 6-3
Toledo:
Northern Illinois: S-2-3
Eastern Michigan: 6-3-2
BG: 6-J-2
Ball State: 5-5
Ohio: 2-6-1
Western Michigan: 2-7
Buffalo: 4 3-2
Miami: 1-7-1

on the field for all ill) minutes
of every game — without the
reward of scoring goals.
In the upcoming weekend,
BG will continue on the road
with games at Ohio and Akron.

lduate

PXCELLENCE In Action
EXC

Business makes it happen

To learn more about Kent State's
graduate business programs,
visit our table at the
Bowling Green State University
Fall Expo 2008 Job Fair
on Thursday
October 2, 2008
10:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.m.
Perry Field House
Visit us online at
business.kent.edu/grad
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he hack home," said linebacker lohn llaneline. "We let one
slip through our lingers, a great
opportunity, last time. The fans
came out and supported us and
we felt like we let them down, so
we want to come back home, get
the fans back out, make a statement and try to get everybody
excited again."
According to Sheehan, the
team has a lot of confidence
going into the Homecoming
game.
"We've got a lot of momentum off the last game," Sheehan
said. "Offensively, we put up a
lot of points and the defense has
just been playing well all year,
so we've got a lot of confidence
going in."

wounds, is now in good condition after Ixing previously listed
iiuiilical condition.
Kerwin said Gollicr had bullet
wounds to the back, left groin.
lilt legs and right buttock. In
addition, a bullet severed his spinal cord, paralyzing him from
the waist down. The amputation was the result of damage to
his left leg and groin, which had
blood clots.
The 26-year-old Collier had
five bullets removed from his
urinary bladder and suffered
bouts of pneumonia, infections
and renal failure.
The player will undergo
physical therapy to learn to get
from his bed to a wheelchair.
He will never walk again, the
doctor said.
Collier was on a ventilator
for about three weeks and has
no memory of the shooting.
Kerwin said.
"His overall condition has
improved greatly," Kerwin
said. "We expect him lo he
discharged soon."
Collier's agent leff lankovich
said the player's family wanted
to make sure (Collier understood
what had happened to him
before releasing it to the public. He said they even kept the
laguarsinthedark.
"I le has extreme grief for a lifetime of dreams he wont be able
to fulfill," the agent said.
lankovich refused to say when
Collier would lx' released, citing
security concerns.
Jaguars coach lack Del Rio
and several players attended the

dreams he won't be
able to fulfill."
Jeff Jankovich | Collier's agent
news conference.
"It's a tragedy this young man
was caught up in this violence,"
Del Rio said "It's a great tragedy
for a young man who had such a
promising future."
Offensive tackle Tony Pashos
said, "It has been difficult. I think
about him a lot."
Collier and former teammate
Kenneth Pettway were waiting
for two women outside an apartment complex early Sept. 2 when
a gunman fired into the vehicle,
according to the lacksonville
Sheriffs Office. Pettway was not

injured
The motive behind the attack
on Collier is unknown, but investigators said earlier he appeared
to be targeted. Police have made
no arrests in the shooting.
Collier was in his third year
with the Ml alter graduating
from Valdosla State.
Collier was the third NFL
player shot in the past 18
months. Washington Redskins
star Sean Taylor was fatally shot
during what police said was a
bull lied burglary attempt at his
Miami area home in November.

Broncos cornerback Darreni
Williams was killed when his
rented limousine was sprayed
with bullets minutes after leaving a New Year's party at a club
in 2007.

II '^e gain .a renal h, ana'courage,
and confidence by each experience
in which we really otop to look fear
in the face.... We iiiu.it do thai
which we think we cannot.
QUOTE OF THE DAY

- September 30,h 2008

School of Management

A high-quality graduate degree in
business is within your reach.
Kent State's internationally accredited
graduate business programs feature
innovative curriculum, experienced
faculty, and flexible scheduling The
programs include MBA, MS in
Accounting, MS in Financial
Engineering, MA in Economics,
and Ph.D.
Features include:
♦ Day and evening courses
♦ Graduate Assistantships
♦ Internships
♦ International Opportunities
♦ Residential Setting
♦ Convenient and Safe Location

KENTSTATE
UNIVERSITY

Earned Excellence

AACSB
The best business
schoob In the world
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NO NO DOGGY STAYS: Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed a bl fining drivers who allowed dogs to sit on their laps. Schwarzenegger
said he is only signing bills that arc "the highest priority for California*

LH

1

1

SACRAMF.NTO,
Calif.
—
Hollywood celebrities can
continue to drive with animals
nestled in their laps.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
is vetoing a bill to fine motorists
S.'I5 for sharing the driver's seat
with lapdogs or other animals.
Republican Assemblyman

Bill Maze says the practice is
distracting. He introduced the
bill after seeing a woman driving with three dogs on her lap.
Schwarzenegger
says
he's signing only bills that
are "the highest priority for
California." And a lapdog ban
isn't one of them.

Backyard pie ingredient
Watchband
Slip of the mind
Individual
At large
UFO rider
Biblical injunctions
Kick out
Drink to
Grazing grounds
Plays a banjo
Tentative tasle
NBC classic
Series shutout
Dry by rubbing
Oyster's gem
Online bookseller
Did some questionable redistricting
38 Sprites
39 Hot. spicy drink
40 Dollar, slangity

of the similarity stops
with the name."
Mike Beebe | Gov. Arkansas
in 2001) gubernatorial election.
"If Gov. Huckabee were here,
he and I would both agree that
most of the similarity stops with
the name," Beebe said. "1 mean,
if I lost 100 pounds, you wouldn't
even see me."
The confusion provided a bit
of levity last month during the
funeral for Arkansas Democratic
Party Chairman Bill Gwatney, a
close friend of Beebe's who was
shot and killed at the party's
headquarters. Beebe and former president Bill Clinton look
advantage of the Rev. Vic Nixon's
reference to the current governor as Huckabee.
"Thankyou, monsignor," Beebe
responded to the Methodist pastor's introduction at Gwatney's
funeral, using a term applied
only by Catholics to some of
their clergymen.
"If you had introduced me as
President Bush, I'd be convinced
that Bill Gwatney wrote the
script for your service," Clinton
later added.

Movie Goers: Beware
of those pesky
unpopped popcorn
kernels
NEW YORK — Movie munchers beware! A New York judge
says popcorn purchasers worried about breaking a tooth on
unpopped kernels should nibble carefully — or eat something else.
Insurance
broker
Steve
Kaplan says he encountered a
double dud while watching the
movie "Superbad" at the AMCLincoln Square Cinema a year
ago: His tooth hurt and the
movie was awful.
Kaplan sued
the theater
to recover $1,250 for dental
repairs. But Manhattan Civil
Court Judge Matthew Cooper
ruled Kaplan could not reasonably expect every kernel to be
popped.
Kaplan and the theater's
attorney did not return calls for
comment yesterday.
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Plane front
IBM units
On time
Gender bias
del Fuego
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of Peru
Bumps on a hog?
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MEXICAN GRILL

Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

419.353.7200

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206
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DID YOU KNOW?

both agree that most
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Arkansas'
governor needs a name tag.
Mike Beebe has been in office
nearly two years, but that hasn't
stopped officials in his State from
confusing him with his similarly named predecessor, Mike
Huckabee. Even the chief of the
state's medical school and a state
agency director get tongue-tied
over the names.
"To my right is Gov. Mike
Huckabee,"
University
of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences
Chancellor I. Dodd Wilson said
I-'riday at a ceremony introducing Beebe. lie quickly corrected
himself as the audience howled
"1 got half of it right," Wilson said.
Minutes later, Wilson made
the same flub.
Physically, the two Mikes don't
share a common appearance.
Democrat Beebe's silver-gray
hair is lighter than Republican
Huckabee's dark brown.
Huckabee, who served as the
state's governor for 10 years, also
gained fame by losing more than
100 pounds and becoming an
avid fitness advocate, a distinction
Beebe doesn't have. Huckabee,
who
campaigned
for
the
Republican presidential nomination, supported Beebe's opponent
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MIXIl AN GRILL

Coffee
with a little
bit of this
and a little
bit of bat
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa — It
wasn't just the caffeine that
gave an Iowa woman an extra
jolt after she had her morning
coffee. It was also the bat she
found in the filter.
The Iowa Department of
Public Health says the woman
reported a bat in her house
but wasn't too worried about it.
She turned on her automatic
coffee maker before bedtime
and drank her coffee the next
morning.
She discovered the bat in
the filter when she went to
clean it that night. The woman
has undergone treatment for
possible rabies.
Health officials say the bat
was sent to a lab but that its
brain was too cooked by the
hot water to determine whether it had rabies.

A spray a day
keeps the bears
away from
the airport
JUNEAU, Alaska — The airport serving Alaska's capital
city doesn't have to worry
about bears coming around
anytime soon.
Juneau
International
Airport had to be evacuated
Friday afternoon because of
an accidental discharge of
anti-bear spray.
The chemical comes in a
canister like pepper spray
but is used to defend against
attacking bears.
Fire Chief Eric Mohrman
says the spray spread through
the building via the ventilation
system. The terminal had to be
cleared and the building aired
out. One person was taken to a
hospital for evaluation.
The airport reopened after
about an hour and a half.

H goldfish has a
memory span of
three seconds.
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lacking III factual basis, misleading or false
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to editing and approval.

Personals
Free, cute, cuddly and very clever!
I am looking for a loving home for
my black & white Long Evans ratstoo many ol them to take care of.
They are very sweet and friendly and
handled every day. extremely smart,
and super easy to take care ol
(new bedding every week or every
other week) Very suitable as a kid's
first pet Call 419-280-0675

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Child Care Teacher - Bowling Green
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking a qualified individual to operate a
classroom in compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing, and
funding requirements. Requires an
Associate degree in Early Childhood
Education or related Held and one to
three years experience in early childhood development and up to one
year experience working with word
processing, spreadsheet, internet,
and database software. Year-round,
Full-time, sio 40/hr with benefits.
Send resume by October 10. 2008 to
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR- CCT/BG/CT.
PO Box 590, Fremont, OH 3420
Affirmative Action Employer-M/F/Vet.

•Avail NOW 1 or 2 BR apt. $425/mo,
Free web. furn?, AC, 300 E. Merry
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as S399.
showing houses for 09/10 SV.
See Cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers, sushi chef asst.
S bartender. Call 419-352-7070.

1 BR apt. 854 8th St, S390/mo. +
elec w/ S410 security dep. No pets.
Call 419-392-3354
1 -3 BR apt. $450-S650/mo ♦ util.
1 BR in Victonan home. S275/mo
w/util Call 386-4405-3318.
122 Lehman Ave - 2BR, kitchen,
living room S bath. 2 units avail.
Call 419-575-3109 after 5pm.

3BR house at 317 N Enterprise.
avail NOW!
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740

312 N Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm. C/A, all appl incl
Call 419-352-5882

For Sale
Private parking pass avail. $250/yr
Across from Kohl Hall, walk to class,
Prime location, call 614-668-1116.

For Rent
Sub-leaser wanted for 1 BR apt.
455 1/2 S. Main, BG S530/mo
incl. W/D, Call 419-464-2013

832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, lenced in back yard
Window A/C
S840/mo ♦ util Call 419-392-2812
Share 3 BR house close to BGSU w/
senior & recent grad. Females pre!
$300/mo ♦ util. cable & internet.
Call 419-575-8357

Babysitter needed 2-6pm during
work week Wage negotiable Call
419-601-5857 or e-mail at
jocrawt@bgsu.edu
Earn $1000-$3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads.
wwwAdCarCity.com

PT TELLER
Glass City Federal Credit Union
seeking outgoing PT professional
teller. Good communication and
computer skills required. In need of
daytime and Saturday availability.
E-mail resume to
syeager@glasscityfcu.com
Needed: BGSU sorority cook
Exp. pref, weekends oft, ret. req.
Call 419-575-2922
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Custom imprinted Wearables
Hours: MON. - FRI. 10-6, SAT. 10-2
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